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The old weather channel app

The Time for iPhone app can show you a list of cities, along with local times and temperatures, making it incredibly easy to look at a wide range of information. In addition to the weather forecast for your current location, you can also add additional locations based on your city name, zip code, or airport code. You can organize all cities exactly as you want, and
you can even remove those you no longer want. Here's how! How to add locations to iPhone Time The iPhone Time app will automatically monitor the air conditioning and temperature in your current location, if you let that happen. However, you can add other locations you might want to track. Whether you're traveling or simply having family, friends or
colleagues around the world, you'll easily keep all the information you want, all available at a glance. Start the Time app from your iPhone's home screen. Tap the List button in the lower-right corner (or press to press it down on the list view). Tap the + button in the lower-right corner. Type your city name, zip code, or airport code. Tap the city you want from the
search results. How to remove locations from your iPhone's weather forecast Launch the Weather app from your iPhone's home screen. Tap the List button in the lower-right corner (or press to press it down on the list view). Swipe right to left at the top of the location you want to remove to discover the Delete button Tap the Delete button How to rearrange
locations in the iPhone Time app Launch the Time app from your iPhone's Home screen. Tap the List button in the lower-right corner (or press to press it down on the list view). Tap and hold the time location you want to move up or down the list. Drag the time location to where you'd like it to be in the release of your finger to rearst the time location. Repeat this
procedure for each item that you want to move up or down the list. How to change from Celsius to Fahrenheit in time for iPhone Launch the Weather app from the home screen of your iPhone. Tap the List button in the lower-right corner (or press to press it down on the list view). Tap the °C/°F button in the lower-left corner. Tap the °C/°F button again at the
lower-left corner to return. In addition to checking weather information using the app, you can also ask Siri for the most important information about the forecast and temperature. Any questions about Time? If you have any questions about the built-in iPhone Time app, drop them in the comments below! Weather apps are useful in many situations, but they're
not all made for the same purpose. If one app could be best for warning of nearby hurricanes or tornadoes, another could specialize in tracking weather for pilots, surfers, hikers or Below are the best weather applications for various situations and weather conditions. Some of these apps are also multifunctional, showing not only rain or snow maps, for example,
but also and daily forecasts, wind speeds, allergy information, detailed radar maps and more. You don't need a home weather station to know what tomorrow's weather might bring. AccuWeather is a beast of the weather app and is often the Top 10 most commonly downloaded weather app in app stores. It's perfect for anyone planning to travel soon, work
outside, go jogging, have a picnic, etc. There are two reasons for this: it shows a long, 15-day forecast plus a 2-hour forecast minute by minute. You'll know exactly when it's going to rain, snow, sleuths and hail before you get out. In addition, the map shows the radar from an hour to two hours ago in the future, so planning ahead is easy. The primary display at
AccuWeather shows everything you need to know right now: temperature, how it feels, high and low for today and whether there will be precipitation in the next two hours. The menu at the bottom has radar, clock and daily forecast buttons. Some weather apps have you scroll through different menus to find these things, so it's nice that this app puts them
forward. Plus, just a quick scroll later and you can see what happens later today, with daily and daily forecasts built into one long scrollable list, with a chart of ups and downs to quickly look at how the temperature will change over time. AccuWeather also shows when the sun will rise and go down; shows whether allergies such as tree pollen, inder dust, grass
pollen and moustars are at high risk; allows you to submit weather conditions; allows you to track multiple locations around the world; and has trending weather news built into the app. However, if it's just too much to handle at once, you can always edit how things appear, remove, or add elements to the app you're doing or don't want to see. AccuWeather is
free for Android and iOS. To get more features like ads and longer forecasts, you need to upgrade/pay. Download For: While Weather Underground is a great weather app everywhere, its smart forecasts are what sets it apart. Choose more weather conditions — like rain, wind, temperature, and air pollution — that you think are ideal for a specific outdoor task,
and this app will show you when is the best time to go out and do it. This is the perfect app if you need to know when, exactly, you can do things like ride a bike, run, star view, walk, take outdoor photos, hike, fly a kite, etc. For example, if you like to ride a bike but want to avoid strong winds, rain and 80+ temperatures, you can create your own forecast recipe
with these specific conditions. You will know the exact hours of the day, and which incoming days, which are best for cycling. Weather Underground is known as the most accurate weather service in the world, and data from hundreds of thousands of personal weather stations around the world. Includes an interactive map with different views to show
temperature, radar, satellites, satellites, warnings, heat maps, webcams, hurricanes and more. At the very top of this weather app is the current location with radar inspection and a view of the present day - the current high and low and feels like temperature. As you scroll down through the app you see a 10-day day and hourly forecast, a temperature chart for a
quick look at how the day will go, followed by today's air quality index, Smart Forecasts, weather videos, health information (UV index and flu risk), webcams, and then finally information about hurricanes and tropical cyclones. You can edit any of these tiles to hide what you're not interested in. Weather Underground also allows you to move tiles to position
them however you want, you like to have more important closer to the top. Weather Underground is free for iOS and Android users, but you can pay to remove ads and additional features like Smart Forecasts and Extended Hourly Forecasts. Download For: It's important to have a great quality app to track minutes details about severe thunderstorms, and
Storm Radar is just the app for that. His maps are very detailed and show exactly where the storm is forecast and when. Even if you're not watching the map live, Storm Radar will send you push notifications at the right time to alert you to the coming dangerous storms. The weather map included in Storm Radar is extremely customizable, allowing you to
choose exactly which elements to display. You can choose from radars, satellites, severe weather warnings, temperatures, local storm reports, storm tracks, temperature changes, hurricanes/tropical storms, earthquakes and/or road weather. If you touch a storm track, you'll get a full analysis that includes a lot of information not usually seen in the weather app.
You can see the hot storm index, tornado impact, hail impact, wind gust, flood surge, two-tier CAPE, CIN mixed layer, mixed lifting index, wind speed change, freezing level height, reflection, hail likelihood and a few other specific details. The map in Storm Radar can not only show you the storm of a few hours ago, and how it moved where it is now, even
showing its projected path over the next six hours. This weather app is all about very easy to use, despite its huge amount of detail. Just tap anywhere on the map and you'll immediately get a pop-up box that displays weather information; tap the star and it will be added to the list of favorite locations where you can get severe weather alerts and/or notifications
for rainfall warnings and lightning warnings. Storm Radar is free for iOS and Android, but it comes with ads. To remove ads and get other features like full screen capability, lightning tracking, and premium radar layers, you can pay a few dollars each month. Download for: Whether you love the boat, Or just hang out on the beach, Tides Near Me is the best app
to know in advance when it will be high and low tides. Choose a country, city and tide station, and Get instant information about the last tide and the next tide, plus a look at tides throughout the rest of the week, and a map of the tide station around the city to compare information between them. Unlike some multi-purpose weather apps, this one is actually only
ideal for checking high and low tides. In addition, you can see the sunset and the moonlight time for each day of the week. Tides Near Me is free for iOS and Android, but it's also available as an ad-free app for a few dollars and on the App Store for iPhone/iPad and Google Play for Android. Download for: ForeFlight is the perfect weather app to have if you're a
pilot because the whole app is focused on flights. Plan your route and you'll see right away if your flight will be affected by weather threats or temporary flight restrictions. For accurate results, you can describe the exact aircraft used for your flights. When you do, the app will automatically download weight and balance information from the FAA, which is useful if
you need to know about weight limits. You can also import custom KML files into this weather app to overlap on the map, plus create user points, build a pre-flight checklist, and access the flight storage and sharing logbook, currency information, hours, experience reports, and more. The ForeFlight app also offers terminal procedures, a live scroll map with
many layer options, hazard awareness, Jeppesen charts, avionics and portable ADS-B support and GPS receivers, and decoded METERS, TAFs and MOS forecasts. ForeFlight only works on iPhone and iPad. It's free for 30 days, but to keep using it, you need to subscribe to Performance Plus ($300/year), Pro Plus ($200/year) or Basic Plus ($100/year).
Download for: OpenSummit is the perfect weather app if you plan to hike. The app is free for basic features and shows time for more than 1,000 U.S. locations. You can search for the top by name or view the map. Add peaks to your wish list to keep a close eye on the weather. The OpenSummit app includes precipitation (rain and snow), lightning (low,
medium or high chance), temperature and wind conditions (sustained, gusts or &gt; 30 mph) for the current day and the next day. Another option in this app is to link it to your Instagram account so it can show recent photos taken near each location. There are also safety tips you can read in the app to learn more about hiking best practices, diet and more. As
of this point, only U.S. locations are supported, but they plan to add thousands of international locations in 2021. OpenSummit is completely free for Android and iOS, but for more features, such as 5-day hourly forecasts and map layers, you can subscribe to OpenSummit All-Access. Maps are also available on their website. Download for: For:
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